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Kalmus offers the complete parts to select
masterworks for cello. Each volume includes major
orchestral works that include standard audition
repertoire and widely known difficult passages.
These books are great for the student to practice
and learn excerpts, or for the professional musician
preparing for an audition. Our final volume in this
great series provides the cellist with complete
orchestral parts from these favorites: J.S. Bach's
Three Divertimenti, Brandenburg Concerto No. 3,
and the Double Concerto * Corelli's Concerto Grosso
* Tchaikovsky's Serenade * Vivaldi's Concerto for
Two Violins * Bizet's Carmen Suite No. 1 * Nielsen's
Little Suite * Pachelbel's Canon and Gigue in D *
Grieg's Holberg Suite.
*Exclusively for iBooks* 'Year of Wonder is an
absolute treat - the most enlightening way to be
guided through the year.' Eddie Redmayne Classical
music for everyone - an inspirational piece of music
for every day of the year, celebrating composers
from the medieval era to the present day, written by
award-winning violinist and BBC Radio 3 presenter
Clemency Burton-Hill. Have you ever heard a piece
of music so beautiful it stops you in your tracks? Or
wanted to discover more about classical music but
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had no idea where to begin? Year of Wonder is a
unique celebration of classical music by an author
who wants to share its diverse wonders with others
and to encourage a love for this genre in all readers,
whether complete novices or lifetime enthusiasts.
Clemency chooses one piece of music for each day
of the year, with a short explanation about the
composer to put it into context, and brings the music
alive in a modern and playful way, while also
extolling the positive mindfulness element of giving
yourself some time every day to listen to something
uplifting or beautiful. Thoughtfully curated and
expertly researched, this is a book of classical music
to keep you company: whoever you are, wherever
you're from. 'The only requirements for enjoying
classical music are open ears and an open mind.'
Clemency Burton-Hill
Mozart's Piano Concertos, especially those
composed during the years of 1784-'91, are still held
in high esteem, two centuries later, by both amateur
music-lovers and professional musicians. The
present study, first published in German in a slightly
abridged form, deals with Mozart's evolution as a
composer of piano concertos; sheds light on the
connections between the concertos and other fields
of creative activity, as well as on those with other
composers of the time. Finally, attention is paid to
problems of performance practice.
Joseph Joachim (1831-1907) was arguably the
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greatest violinist of the nineteenth century. But
Joachim was also a composer of virtuoso pieces,
violin concertos, orchestral overtures and chamber
music works. Uhde's book will be thestandard work
on the music of Joseph Joachim for many years to
come.
A Violin solo with piano accompaniment, composed
by Giovanni Battista Viotti.
inch....this work is likely to become a standart work
very quickly and is to be recommended to all schools
where recorder studies are undertaken inch. (Oliver
James,Contact Magazine) A novel and
comprehensive approach to transferring from the C
to F instrument. 430 music examples include folk
and national songs (some in two parts), country
dance tunes and excerpts from the standard treble
repertoire of•Bach, Barsanti, Corelli, Handel,
Telemann, etc. An outstanding feature of the book
has proved to be Brian Bonsor's brilliantly simple but
highly effective practice circles and recognition
squares designed to give, in only a few minutes,
concentrated practice on the more usual leaps to
and from each new note and instant recognition of
random notes. Quickly emulating the outstanding
success of the descant tutors, these books are very
popular even with those who normally use tutors
other than the Enjoy the Recorder series.
Expertly arranged violin solo by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
from the Kalmus Edition series.
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Since the eighteenth century, violin concertos have provided
a showcase for dramatic interplay between a soloist’s
virtuosity and the blended sonority of an orchestra’s many
instruments. Using this genre to showcase skill and ingenuity,
composers cemented the violin concerto as a key genre of
classical music and gifted our ears with such timeless
masterpieces as Vivaldi’s Four Seasons. In Experiencing the
Violin Concerto, Franco Sciannameo draws on his years of
scholarship and violin performance to trace the genre through
Baroque, Classical, and modern periods. Along the way, he
explores the social and personal histories of composers, and
the fabulous virtuosi who performed concertos, and
audiences they conquered worldwide. Inviting readers to
consider not only the components of the music but also the
power of perception and experience, Sciannameo recreates
the atmosphere of a live performance as he paints a narrative
history of technique and innovation. Experiencing the Violin
Concerto uses descriptions in place of technical jargon to
make the world of classical music accessible to amateur
music lovers. As part of the Listener’s Companion series, the
volume gives readers an enhanced experience of key works
by investigating the environments in which the works were
written and first performed as well as those in which they are
enjoyed today.
This work is arranged for violin with a piano reduction of the
orchestra.
Dr. Suzuki questioned why all vocalists vocalize every day to
improve their voices, but instrumentalists do not do so every
day with their instruments. He believes that on any
instrument, one needs to practice to make a more beautiful
tone. First he talks about playing a beautiful resonant tone
with the bow while plucking the string with a finger. When a
pizzicato is played, the resonance goes on for a long time.
Students should listen to that resonance and play the same
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kind of clear beautiful sound. He talks about how to make a
difference in the tone by using a different bow speed, how to
practice to find the resonance point, how to change the
weight of the arm on the bow to produce a different kind of
tone, and how to change tone color. This book includes all of
Dr. Suzuki's basic ideas about tone.
Expertly arranged Violin with Piano Accompaniment music by
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart from the Kalmus Edition series.
This is from the Classical era.
Expertly arranged Violin with Piano Accompaniment music by
Max Bruch from the Kalmus Edition series. This is from the
Romantic era.

For unaccompanied violin. Text in English and Spanish.
Kalmus offers the complete parts to select masterworks
for viola. Each volume includes major orchestral works
that include standard audition repertoire and widely
known difficult passages. These books are great for the
student to practice and learn excerpts, or for the
professional musician preparing for an audition.
Important works represented in these collections include:
The Four Seasons (Vivaldi) * Cello Concerto in C Major
(Haydn) * Requiem (Mozart) * The Planets (Holst) * The
Carnival of the Animals (Saint-Saëns) * The ThreeCornered Hat (de Falla) * Carmen Suite No. 1 (Bizet) *
Holberg Suite (Grieg).
A collection of all eight sonatas for violin and piano by
Haydn. Both parts are included.
Kalmus offers the complete parts to select masterworks
for cello. Each volume includes major orchestral works
that include standard audition repertoire and widely
known difficult passages. These books are great for the
student to practice and learn excerpts, or for the
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professional musician preparing for an audition. Volume
Two includes the cello parts from such great works as:
Vivaldi's Gloria * Mozart's Requiem * Handel's Zadok the
Priest * Schubert's Mass in G.
Solos for Young Violinists is a graded series of works
ranging from elementary to advanced levels representing
an exciting variety of styles and techniques for violinists
-- a valuable resource for teachers and students of all
ages. Many of the works in this collection have long been
recognized as stepping stones to the major violin
repertoire, while others are newly published pieces for
further choices of study. This title is available in Music
Prodigy.
The first comprehensive biography of Joseph Bologne
chronicles the life and times of Monsieur de SaintGeorge, the son of a slave mother and French aristocrat,
who became known as one of the eighteenth century's
finest swordsmen, an insider at the court of Louis XVI,
and a virtuoso musician and composer known as the
"Black Mozart." Reprint. 10,000 first printing.
Michael Steinberg's 1996 volume The Symphony: A
Reader's Guide received glowing reviews across
America. It was hailed as "wonderfully
clear...recommended warmly to music lovers on all
levels" (Washington Post), "informed and thoughtful"
(Chicago Tribune), and "composed by a master stylist"
(San Francisco Chronicle). Seiji Ozawa wrote that "his
beautiful and effortless prose speaks from the heart."
Michael Tilson Thomas called The Symphony "an
essential book for any concertgoer." Now comes the
companion volume--The Concerto: A Listener's Guide. In
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this marvelous book, Steinberg discusses over 120
works, ranging from Johann Sebastian Bach in the
1720s to John Adams in 1994. Readers will find here the
heart of the standard repertory, among them Bach's
Brandenburg Concertos, eighteen of Mozart's piano
concertos, all the concertos of Beethoven and Brahms,
and major works by Mendelssohn, Schumann, Liszt,
Bruch, Dvora'k, Tchaikovsky, Grieg, Elgar, Sibelius,
Strauss, and Rachmaninoff. The book also provides
luminous introductions to the achievement of twentiethcentury masters such as Arnold Schoenberg, Be'la
Barto'k, Igor Stravinsky, Alban Berg, Paul Hindemith,
Sergei Prokofiev, Aaron Copland, and Elliott Carter.
Steinberg examines the work of these musical giants
with unflagging enthusiasm and bright style. He is a
master of capturing the expressive, dramatic, and
emotional values of the music and of conveying the
historical and personal context in which these wondrous
works were composed. His writing blends impeccable
scholarship, deeply felt love of music, and entertaining
whimsy. Here then is a superb journey through one of
music's richest and most diverse forms, with Michael
Steinberg along as host, guide, and the best of
companions.
The composition of the solo concerto studied as an
evolving debate (rather than a static technique), and for
its stylistic features.
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly
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other nations. Within the United States, you may freely
copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. To ensure a
quality reading experience, this work has been proofread
and republished using a format that seamlessly blends
the original graphical elements with text in an easy-toread typeface. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
Expertly arranged violin solo by Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart from the Kalmus Edition Series.
Never before available in English, this classic work is a
major contribution to the art and technique of violin
playing and an important document in the history of
performance practice. A contemporary of Kreutzer and
Rode, Pierre Marie Francois de Sales Baillot provides in
his treatise many insights into the style of nineteenthcentury fingering, bowing, ornamentation, and
expressiveness that are not apparent from the directions
and markings found in scores of that time. Such
information will be invaluable for performers interested in
understanding the intentions of composers such as
Viotti, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and Mendelssohn.
This complete, unabridged translation, which includes an
extensive introduction by the translator, Louise Goldberg,
and a foreword by Zvi Zeitlin, will be indispensable for
musicologists, performers, and lovers of eighteenth- and
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nineteenth-century classical music.
Expertly arranged Piano Duet by Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart from the Kalmus Edition series. This Advanced
Piano Duet (2 Pianos, 4 Hands) is from the Classical era.
2 copies are required for performance.
Part of Tovey's Essays in Musical Analysis, Concertos and
Choral Works, companion volume to Symphonies and other
Orchestral Works, contains some of Tovey's most important
essays on Bach, Beethoven, Dvorak, Mozart, and Brahms.
These writings are known for their clarity and wit, and are
considered among the best of any classical music writing.
Over 200 works of the well-known Edition Eulenburg series of
scores from orchestral and choral literature, chamber music
and music theatre are now available in digital format. You can
now enjoy the yellow study scores digitally with one click in
excellent reproduction quality. Über 200 Werke der
berühmten Edition Eulenburg Partiturreihe für Orchester- und
Chorliteratur, Kammermusik und Musiktheater sind nun auch
in einer digitalen Aufbereitung erhältlich. In optisch
hervorragender Darstellung kann man die gelben
Studienpartituren mit einem Klick jetzt auch digital genießen.
This work reveals that Mozart enjoyed a good middle-class
income in Vienna, his begging letters were less heart-rending
than they seem, the myth of the mystery about Mozart's
Requiem, and why Mozart's grave was not a pauper's grave
as is commonly believed.
This guide to the concerto consists of four parts
corresponding to the major periods of music-baroque,
classical, romantic and 20th century-through which the
concerto evolved. Within these sections, attention is given to
geographical regions where different approaches to concerto
style are found.
Provides information on over 800 of Mozart's works, such as
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symphonies, concertos, and operas, and examines features
in the pieces
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